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Total energies of decagonal models for quasicrystals
R o b Phillips a n d M i k e W i d o m 1
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, N Y 14853, USA

Burkov proposes a plausible atomic model for the decagonal phase of Al-Cu-Co. Using pseudopotential-based pair
interactions that reflect the metallic screening of the electron gas, we compute total energies for a few approximants to the
decagonal phase and examine their stability through relaxation. We find some systematic atomic displacements and
modifications in chemistry which bring the proposed model into closer agreement with experimental Patterson analysis,
lower the energy, or both.

I. Introduction
Analysis of total energies is central to our
understanding of p h e n o m e n a ranging from the
origins of exotic surface reconstructions to the
emergence of magnetic order. Quasicrystals are
no exception. A delicate free energy balance separates crystals from their quasiperiodic counterparts. The random tiling picture argues that the
entropy of quasicrystals is enhanced relative to
crystals because of the degrees of freedom associated with tile rearrangements [1]. These ideas
gain credence from the transformations of quasicrystals to crystals at lower temperatures in both
decagonal and icosahedral phases [2,3]. On the
other hand, there is a growing consensus that the
binding energy of quasicrystals (and related approximants) is enhanced by the formation of a
pseudogap in the electronic density of states

(DOS) [4].
Beyond their role in establishing the mechanisms behind quasicrystal formation, total energy
studies are pivotal in our search for the atomic
arrangements in these structures. Since the dis-
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covery of quasicrystals, the search for realistic
models with explicit atomic positions has gone on
unabated. It is clear, however, that models constructed using only our knowledge of quasicrystal
diffraction can have unrealistic high energies [5,6].
This p a p e r illustrates the importance of incorporating energetic analysis into modeling efforts.
We focus on the A I - C u - C o class of decagonal
quasicrystals [7].

2. Procedure
We consider the simplest description of the
total energies, one based upon pair potentials.
These calculations reflect in simple terms those
features of a given model which are desirable and
those that are unacceptable. Within the pair potential approximation, the total energies are given
by
ETOT = 1 E Oaf( ris)"
ij

(1)

The total energy as represented above ignores
terms arising from the volume dependence of the
energy of the electron gas which we neglect since
we perform our calculations at fixed volume [8].
In this p a p e r we treat the A 1 - C u - C o system
as a binary alloy composed only of A1 and a single
transition metal (TM) constituent, which we take
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Fig. 1. Pair potentials for Al-Co system, solid line; AI-AI
potential; dashed line: AI-Co potential; dotted line: Co-Co
potential.
as Co. T h e use of only a single T M constituent
may be viewed as a convenient first step in what
will have to be an iterative refinement of the
A I - C u - C o decagonal structure. Experiments so
far are silent on the issue of which sites are to be
occupied by Cu and which sites are to be occu-
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pied by Co. F u r t h e r motivation for the study of
A 1 - C o is the existence o f the decagonal approxim a n t crystal structure of AllaCO 4 [9].
T h e total energy is explicitly linked to the
electronic structure. In the pair-potential approximation this m e a n s that the effective potentials
must reflect the metallic b o u n d i n g in A I - C o . W e
follow the t r e a t m e n t of Wills and Harrison [10] in
developing pair potentials for both simple metals
(like A1) and transition metals (like Co). T h e
t r e a t m e n t of the simple metals is standard, and
involves representing the weak i o n - e l e c t r o n interaction by an Ashcroft empty-core p s e u d o p o tential. T h e total energy is c o m p u t e d to second
o r d e r in perturbation theory with self-consistent
screening as described in ref. [11]. For the C o - C o
pair potential, there is an additional contribution
which comes from the overlap of the d-states.
T h e Friedel model for the d-bands is used which
describes the bands in terms of a single p a r a m e ter related to their width [12]. T h u s for the d-band
metals such as Co, the total effective potential is
a sum of two contributions
tlbeff(r )

=

vs(r ) + vd(r ),

(2)

•

Fig. 2. (a) Unrelaxed positions for periodic approximants built up of Burkov's decagonal clusters. Black atoms are Co, white atoms
are A1. Shaded atoms separated by 1.77 ,~. (b) Relaxed positions for model shown in (a).
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one of which (G) comes from the s-band overlap,
and the other of which (v d) comes from the
d-band overlap. The potentials which result from
this analysis are shown in fig. 1 [13]. It is seen
that the A1-A1 interaction displays the usual
Friedel oscillations with its first minimum at 2.86
A. The description of the total energy embodied
in these potentials is only the lowest order treatment of the structural contributions to the total
energy. Though this description serves our present aim, an accurate treatment of transitionmetal energetics requires higher-order terms in
the energy functional that correspond to multi-ion
interactions [14].
Experimentally, it is known the m165Co20Cu15
forms a stable high-temperature decagonal phase.
At reduced temperatures, the decagonal phase
transforms to one or more large unit cell approximants [2]. Inspection of the reconstructed electron densities resulting from a five-dimensional
Patterson analysis [15] inspired Burkov [16] to
invent a model for the decagonal phase that fills
space with two types of decagonal clusters, one
small 11 atom cluster and one large 50 atom
cluster. We have carried out relaxations of crystal
approximants built up of the Burkov decagons.
We refer to such approximants as Burkov models.
One such approximants is shown in fig. 2(a). The
relaxations use the conjugate gradient method, a
zero-temperature relaxation scheme which follows the energy contour to a nearby local minimum. The relaxations are continued until the
energy change per step is less than about 10 -5
eV/atom.
o

In the original Burkov model, when two large
decagons touch so that their outer rings share an
edge, an unphysically short AI-A1 bond of 1.77 ,~
results. The atoms in question are shaded grey in
fig. 2(a). We have explored two solutions to this
problem, both of which result in models which
remain stable upon relaxation. One solution is to
first relax only the atoms involved in such bonds,
before relaxing the remainder of the structure.
An alternative treatment is to replace the two
atoms in the short bond by a single atom at their
average position. Examination of the correspondences between structures built up of Burkov's
decagonal rings of the Al13Co 4 structure reveals
that Al13Co 4 uses both mechanisms of relaxing
the short bond, one at each end of a shared large
decagon edge.
The assignment of the chemical identities in
the A 1 - C u - C o decagonal phase is uncertain both
theoretically and experimentally. In Burkov's
original decagons, the innermost ring consists entirely of transition metals, while the ring with
next largest radius consists solely of AI. To exam-
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3. Results

These calculations yield information on a number of different fronts. First, they allow us to
discriminate between competing models on the
basis of the differences in their total energies.
Secondly, the refinements in the structures which
result from the relaxation lead to an understanding of the roles of atomic position and chemical
decoration. The relaxations also reveal features
of the original model which is energetically favorable to change.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed electron density for A ] - C u - C o decagonal phase. Taken from [ef. [16].
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ine the energetics associated with the chemical
decoration, we relaxed a model in which the
chemical identity of these two innermost rings is
exchanged. This exchange conserves the overall
composition and the final energy is 0.04 e V / a t o m
lower than the original relaxed model. We conjecture that for models containing open decagonal rings (like Burkov's), the inner ring should be
composed of A1. Not only is this configuration
lower in energy, but it is also more stable against
distortions.
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densities, including positions associated with phasons.
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clusters seen in the reconstructed electron density of Steurer and Kuo. One of these pentagons
is highlighted in fig. 2(b), which shows the relaxed
model with the exchanged chemical decoration.
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carrying out a tile rearrangement ('phason flip')
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4. Conclusions
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